Greetings:

You are signed up for the upcoming class: Hone your Handtool skills with Mike Pekovich”. Class is from 9:30 – 5:00pm both days. The doors will be open at 9:00am. Please park in the back of the school. When you arrive please check in at the front desk. Materials for this class are $16.00 and should be paid when you check in at the front desk.

As this is a hands-on class, you should plan on bringing the following tools to class:

- backsaw
- block plane
- chisels
- scraper
- spoke shave
- shoulder plane
- smoothing plane
- marking knife
- marking gauge
- bevel gauge
- combo square
- coping saw

Note: The school has many of the tools required but it is always better to get the “feel” of working with your own tools. Please do not worry if you do not have everything on the list. Bring what you have.

Note: While we will cover some sharpening in this class we will not be spending the whole weekend on it- The tools you bring should be sharp!!

I am looking forward to a great class. See you then.

Bob Van Dyke
Director
Connecticut Valley School of Woodworking